
Videri Analytics 
Turn Data into Insights to Improve Education Outcomes

Videri Analytics is a comprehensive analytic application that 
combines data from key district data sources so educators can 
measure, manage, and improve student outcomes. Videri 
provides real-time access to integrated data so educators can 
ask and answer important questions to understand what is 
a�ecting student success—from attendance to engagement to 
socio-economic indicators. Videri makes it easy to monitor key 
metrics against district and state performance goals for achieve-
ment and equity so that educators can develop timely and 
targeted plans to ensure the best student outcomes.

Analytics Anyone Can Use 
on Day One
Hundreds of pre-defined research-based metrics, reports and 
visualizations

Secure browser-based interface so educators can access from 
any device anywhere

Easily filter, categorize, drill down regardless of technical skill 
or data literacy

WHAT CAN VIDERI DO 
FOR YOUR DISTRICT?  
Videri analytics combines data from all your 
education sources in a comprehensive multi-year 
platform so educators can ask and answer 
important questions like: 

Which hybrid or remote learning students are not 
engaged or struggling to keep up?

What significant factors may contribute to 
student performance, such as teaching modality 
or socioeconomic indicators?

Where do we have equity or disproportionality 
concerns to address?

How can we identify best practices from high-per-
forming classrooms to help others improve?

Which learning standards have students 
mastered and where are the learning gaps? 

Which intervention programs work best, and 
which ones are not working?

For more information, visit certicasolutions.com/solutions/data-analytics-education-dashboards/



Fully Integrated 
Analytic Platform
Videri includes a pre-built analytic platform so districts can 
support longitudinal analysis without the investment required to 
build and maintain a custom data warehouse. 

Built on Ed-Fi to ensure sustained interoperability between 
district source systems across SIS, Assessments, Special Ed and 
many more data sources

Enables longitudinal analysis without the cost and e�ort of 
building a custom data warehouse 

Expertly modeled metrics, measures and pre-aggregation 
ensures integrity of insights

Real-Time Actionable Insights
Watchlists create student cohorts based on select criterion to 
enable proactive monitoring 

Student scorecards and other perspectives can be personalized 
without programming skills  

Surfaces trends and patterns across student performance, 
assessment, socio-economic and other data, allowing earlier 
intervention to improve student outcomes

Fully Hosted and Managed Solution
Vendor managed support for Ed-Fi technology updates to ensure 
sustained inter-operabilty 

Supports SSO with most security providers

Role-based security ensures student data privacy

Roles can be automatically synchronized with district sta� positions 
to ensure PII is always maintained as district sta� changes

For more information, visit certicasolutions.com/solutions/data-analytics-education-dashboards/


